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ABSTRACT
News consumers want to be in touch with the happenings of the
world at all given times of the day. The old models that news ag-
gregators used to �lter and curate news from various sources and
report only once a day, are passe now. This changing landscape of
news consumption poses two serious challenges for journalists and
news organizations: �rstly, to be constantly looking for newswor-
thy stories to provide to their easily-bored readers; and secondly, to
be able to cut through the vast volumes of noise -fake and real- on
the Internet. To assist in this process, we introduce NewsFuse, an
application that suggests and ranks various news stories within the
journalist’s areas of interest and news source preferences to help
decide on what story to work on for the day. This system leverages
certain hand-picked NLP features from news articles combined with
an Interest classi�er, to build a relevance ranking system based on
user preferences. We also propose concrete opportunities for the
further development of this application and di�erent use cases that
it can be used in.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Journalists usually have speci�c areas of interest called beats that
they track closely. Experts and academicians in the past have deemed
this term in various ways. While some of them call it just beat re-
porting, others refer to it as specialized reporting. This kind of
reporting of speci�c topics still forms an integral part of today’s
journalism. It is a well-known fact (within the journalism commu-
nity) that the best beat reporters have in-depth knowledge about
the issues, people, organizations and trends in their beats.

Some organizations let their journalists track a broader class of
beats such as science and technology, business, politics or sports,
while some organizations might assign journalists with speci�c
beats such as healthcare in Europe, technology startups, current
political a�airs or climate change. Irrespective of which category
the journalist falls under, either a broad beat reporter or a hyper-
speci�c one, keeping track of the subject and producing relevant
content timely is his or her main goal. Today’s journalists use
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Google searches with keywords they have customized (after a lot
of trial and error) to read relevant stories on their curated set of
news websites.

The dramatic growth of social media platforms let journalists
and readers to access news from many di�erent channels as and
when new stories break across the globe. This poses a potential
risk of journalists getting distracted in the Internet news noise with
irrelevant or loosely relevant news stories.

To work on this issue, we propose NewsFuse, an application to
enable journalists to see rankings of what the popular or important
stories of the day in their beats or interest areas are, and thus
create a customized tracking experience. To further curate the
list of stories, journalists will �rst provide inputs of the names
of people, organizations or institutes that the journalist is tracking,
and the list of all the places (or sources) where the journalists
gather their everyday news from. As part of NewsFuse, we have
built two di�erent algorithms: a document classi�cation algorithm
to categorize the body text of the article; and a scoring/ranking
algorithm to score and return the most relevant news titles for the
journalist to follow on that day.

To the best of our knowledge, this is one of the �rst free tools
available to use a deep learning approach for article classi�cation.
We have conducted multiple sets of tests for the evaluation of the
system using journalists’ manual judgments to choose their most
relevant news stories for the day. Initial results show great potential
of this system to support the journalists in the future.

The work in this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
discuss relevant recent work on automated journalism support,
document classi�cation, and existing systems in the market that
perform similar functions. We then present our system with infor-
mation on its overall architecture, including details on algorithms
used and user experience in Section 3. Section 4 presents the man-
ual testing and evaluations of our system. Section 5 summarizes
the scope of future work, and �nally Section 6 has the conclusion.

2 NEWS GATHERING TECHNIQUES
To help us better understand the news gathering techniques jour-
nalists used everyday, we performed interviews with 15 di�erent
(nine female and six male) beat reporters including science and
technology reporters, business reporters, arts and culture reporters
and politics reporters. Out of the 15 journalists, seven are graduate
students with some prior experience (at least 3 years) in news and
feature reporting, while the other eight are professional journalists
either freelancing in a particular beat, or working for various news
publications in the USA.

We also used this opportunity to make the journalists test the
NewsFuse system.
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Figure 1: User Experience Block Diagram

3 THE NEWSFUSE SYSTEM
NewsFuse is an online application that provides journalists with
a ranking of the most relevant stories within their network and
interests, and the frequency of the stories on chosen news platforms.
In this section, we will describe the overall user experience and
system architecture of the NewsFuse system.

3.1 User Experience
Most journalists today maintain an Excel sheet with the all infor-
mation of the people they follow or organizations they track. Let
us for our convenience call it the MIS (master information sheet).
When the journalist registers on NewsFuse, they are asked to either
link their MIS to the NewsFuse system or customize their interests.
The journalist is asked to build a list of a maximum of 15 di�erent
news websites (includes competitor platforms) they source story
ideas from daily. With the information on the MIS and the list of
source websites, NewsFuse runs search algorithms on the websites
to �nd elements of interest. The search algorithms return the top 5
high frequency results (with the number of occurrences of similar
stories in the selected source websites so far) on the Stories Of The
Day list. The NewsFuse system will also send out a brief of the
results to the journalists email every morning at a time decided by
the journalist. The Stories Of The Day list is updated real time with
every refresh.

3.2 System Architecture
For the sake of a prototype we will limit the number of ’elements
of interest’ �eld to 10 ( �ve persons and �ve organizations), and
the various ’sources’ to 20. The application uses the elements of
interest to perform a search from the text gathered from various
news sources. A free API platform (newsapi.org) provides access
to about 70 di�erent news websites’ APIs to help gather text from
the list of sources. We are continuously on the lookout for more
such news API aggregators, to be able to add more publications’
websites for the journalist to choose from.

With the proposed NewsFuse, the process of generating a curated
list of stories for the journalist takes place in three stages. The �rst
stage of the system is the article or text classi�cation, where the
system searches the publication websites for articles published in
the last 24 hours, and gets an output with the entire text of the
article, to decide the categories of the articles. In this case, it puts
the articles under one of the categories: business, entertainment,
politics, sport, or technology. The second part involves the entity

Figure 2: System Architecture Block Diagram

matching, where nouns of names and organizations are extracted
from the text of the articles. We will then correlate the extracted
entities (names and organizations, in this case) with the elements
of interest input by the journalist. Here we use the Bag-of-Words, a
set of pre-processing like lemmatization, POS tagging, stop word
removal and Named Entity Recognition to check for text similarity,
and return a raw score for every relevant URL with the journalist’s
input query. The last stage is grouping the top relevant articles
obtained from the previous step by topic, so the journalist would
have a list of topics to start with at every instance respecting their
source list and interests.

This will enable journalists to decide what the most important
story of the day is, and what he or she should be working on or
following up on for the rest of the day.

3.3 Algorithms
Step 1: Article Classi�cation

To accommodate the �eld of interests that the journalist follows,
we built a quick topic classi�er that would given an article iden-
tify the topic. To train the classi�er, we employed the BBC dataset
that focuses on �ve topics - Business, Politics, Sports, Technology
and Entertainment. The dataset contained approximately 400 ar-
ticles for each of the topics. For Feature selection that is used as
an input to the modeling after analyzing the dataset we zeroed
down on the following features: tokens with stop words removed,
top 100 frequently mentioned bigrams, using Stanford’s Named
Entity Recognition we picked the tokens that matched Person, Lo-
cation and Organization and Term Frequency Inverse Document
Frequency as our �nal features to the input algorithm.
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We used a simple Random Forest algorithm for training the data
and used a validation set of 30 articles from each topic to tune
the random forest parameters like tree depth and number of trees.
Testing the classi�er on test set that contained around 50 articles

Using the interests speci�ed in the input query by the journalist,
we generated a cluster of related entities using synonyms, nouns
and adjectives extraction from the de�nition of the words. If the
lemma of this cluster contained the interest tag from the speci�c
article, then this article was scored higher than the other candidates.

Step 2: Article Scoring
This forms the crux of the relevant ranking algorithm. When ex-

tracting the news articles, we pay speci�c attention on title and the
article body itself. Using NLTK, we tokenize the words followed by
a set of preprocessing steps. Some of these include: removing stop
words that might over value most frequent words, lemmatization
based on the Part of Speech to get the word lemmas, removing punc-
tuations, identifying Part of Speech Tags and using Entity Recogni-
tion algorithms to obtain Person and Organizations in each of the ar-
ticle lists we gathered. Once the preprocessing steps were complete,
we scored each article based on the intersection of tokens, bigrams
andNERmatchings between the article and the journalist’s initial in-
puts. If these bigrams were present in the headings, we gave it more
weight.We performed these steps for both person and organizations
and queried only on the article of ’interests’ based on the article clas-
si�er.

Step 3: Clustering by Topic
With the list of relevantly ranked articles for every source based

on the input parameters, we �nally group the articles based on the
title topics. Using Cosine Similarity between the titles and Entities
of every article, we group the articles into buckets of di�erent
topics. For every article, we calculate the similarity metrics for
every other relevant article and understand the currently trending
topics. The journalist would receive the topics with the list of URLS
that would help get jumped started. Comparing with Jaccard and
Dice similarity, Cosine seemed to perform well for the samples we
experimented with.

4 EVALUATION
4.1 Golden Standard: Picking The Most

Relevant Stories Of The Day
To evaluate if the suggestions of the NewsFuse systemwere relevant,
we asked the 15 journalists for their inputs, including people of
interest, organizations or institutes they tracked, and their beats
or categories. The system generated the top �ve stories for all the
journalists. We informed the journalists to acknowledge if the top
�ve stories generated by the system were relevant to them (and
if they would work on that story for the day) or not. They could
label the story suggestion 1 if it was relevant, or 0 otherwise. We
generated 75 stories (5 stories for each of 15 journalists) for di�erent
inputs, and evaluated the results of the reliability survey from the
journalists.

Figure 3: Inputs From Journalist 1

Figure 4: Top 3 Stories With URLs For Journalist 1

Figure 5: Inputs From Journalist 6

Figure 6: Top 3 Stories With URLs For Journalist 6

4.2 Implementation
We present in this section two separate test cases of the imple-
mentations of input retrieval from journalists. We received inputs
including the people of interest, organizations or institutions that
they track and sources or news websites to track the stories on
from a set of 15 journalists.

Figure 3 and 4 represent the input and outputs of the test case
for Journalist 1, a technology reporter. Figure 5 and 6 represent
the input and outputs of the test case for Journalist 6, a politics
reporter.

4.3 Analysis
We performed analysis of the results of the reliability survey from
the journalists. Out of the 75 stories suggested by the NewsFuse
system, journalists found 59 stories in line with what they would
have worked on if they had curated the story list manually. In other
words, 59 out of 75 stories were scored with 1s, and 16 stories got 0s.
We then calculated the average of the scores for all 15 journalists
independently.

Table 1 shows the reliability survey results from the 15 di�er-
ent practicing beat reporters in various organizations. The values
ranged from 0.6 to 1 for separate journalists, and had an overall
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Table 1: Reliability Score Survey Results

Journalist Area of interest Reliability Score

Journalist 1 Technology 0.8
Journalist 2 Business 0.6
Journalist 3 Business 0.8
Journalist 4 Technology 0.8
Journalist 5 Entertainment 1.0
Journalist 6 Politics 0.8
Journalist 7 Sports 0.8
Journalist 8 Sports 0.6
Journalist 9 Entertainment 0.8
Journalist 10 Politics 0.6
Journalist 11 Business 1.0
Journalist 12 Business 0.8
Journalist 13 Technology 0.8
Journalist 14 Technology 0.8
Journalist 15 Politics 0.8

Average Reliability Score 0.786

average reliability score of 0.786. This means that the system (under
the current constraints) produces an accurate personalized rankings
of stories approximately 79 percent of the times.

5 FUTUREWORK
To make the NewsFuse more e�ective in the future, we propose
various extensions and additional features to the discussed system
above. This system could have an additional feature to introduce
journalists to newer related interests, personalities and organiza-
tions that might come within the journalist’s radar. By �nding
similarity in the journalist’s preferences and the existing trending
news, this system would expand the realm of the journalist’s do-
main. These suggestions could be ranked based on the trending
news or potentially viral news subjects. This would be an add-on
to introduce similar entity recommendations to the journalist.

This system also helps in combining di�erent news articles of
the same topic together to give the journalist a grouped view of his
daily digest. Though this makes the system credible, there could be
cases when falsi�ed news could exist in many of the journalist’s
choice of newspapers. We would like to build a fact checker system,
in between the journalist’s input and the �nal ranking results,
which would take the authenticity of the article into account in the
Ranking Algorithm.

NewsFuse is in the Beta stage. The article classi�er needs to
be trained with a dataset that has more granular categories and
we plan to explore deep learning or neural network algorithms,
so feature engineering is more inbuilt.We plan to explore in more
detailed the research around text similarity and topic classi�cation,
in order to improve the accuracy of the overall system.

The cosmetic changes to this system would be to build it as
a RESTFul API so any web application or a mobile application
would connect to it, retrieving relevant images to make it look
more appealing to the journalist. They would be able to bookmark
articles for future reference, share the list to a co-worker, make

notes and like articles. These likes could be used for re�ning the
recommendation systems. For every article, they would also be able
to see the twitter feeds based on the hashtags created from the
entities on the article.

As automatic summarization has become widely explored �eld,
to make it easier for the journalist we could also summarize the
text from di�erent articles on the same topic, while grouping the
news articles.

6 CONCLUSION
We have presented NewsFuse, an online tool for a personalized
ranking of news stories for journalists based on their preferences.
The NewsFuse system using three algorithms shows reasonable
performance in its evaluation. From the evaluation, we calculated
the average relevance score of the system to be approximately
0.79 for suggested articles. We discussed both the limitations of
the system and also suggested various scopes for more advanced
technology and future research in the areas of personalized ranking
systems for journalists to help with pre-reporting and curation of
articles in any given beat and trend recommendations.
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